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Weekly Newsletter from 17-21 Oct    

Market Sentiment and Technicals are negative…but Astro 

combinations are showing the opposite picture so it is testing time 

for Astro theory…read each line of the first section carefully… 

 

Dear Members,     

At the time that I am writing this letter all the 

major planetary positions and waves of 

nature’s cycles are about to take a turn after 

hitting the lowest point. The 18th of October 

2022 could be the day, like it was on the 22nd 

of March 2020 and the 6th of March 2009 

when the market rebounded after a huge fall. 

It will be like you were walking in an unknown 

place, in the dark, and you didn’t know what was coming next, and 

then Sun shines and the darkness goes away.    

I got up at 3.30 AM and just finished the most important weekly newsletter. 

Since four major planets changed in the month of April 2022 which rarely 

happens, it created a most uncertain trend in the global financial system and 

policymakers started creating uncertain policies like what the FED and UK 

officials are doing. They don’t know what to do and this is what we clearly 

mentioned in the “2022 Financial Predictions”. Now for the short-term four 
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Astro combinations are taking place which may bring many things on the right 

track, by end of the first week of November and that is the only reason we don’t 

see a rate hike in 2022 November.  

It has been one of the toughest times for investors, Covid, inflation, rate hikes, 

the Russian war, and finally, fear of recessions which is FED’s plan as buying 

power of consumers will drop along with market weakness and a gloomy 

scenario. Now traders and investors will try to save money rather than spend 

because a fearful time has arrived.  

For the last three weeks, we have been writing that the volatility will end on 

the 16th of October 2022, and the rising cycle will start on the 17th of October. 

The cycle can take 24 hours to gear up so let’s say the 18th of October could be 

the rescue day, and from here the Astro cycles will bring positive sentiments 

which means that the negativity will be ending. Those who will try to pull down 

the markets could be entering the line of fire, and they can get burned, so I 

warn all short sellers to close all short positions or close all hedging trades on 

Monday.  

Last week on Thursday the USA market rebounded from the worst low of 2022, 

which was the first and most important sign from the Astro cycles for investors 

who are hoping and praying for the market to move higher. Though I have been 

predicting that worst to end on the 16th of October in our letters, I mentioned 

the same thing in the book, that the worst could end on the 17th of October, 

and the market will close in the green on the 18th of October.  

Nature always provides indications, and during the last two and a half years 

investors have faced the most extreme time cycle. The first hit came from covid, 

and for 35-days the worlds market faced an unseen time cycle in which 

humanity came under danger, the world markets collapsed, and though covid 
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still dominated for the next year until the vaccine came in, the markets killed 

the bears on the 22nd of March 2020 and started a unique journey. It was a 

pandemic and people reunited with families and started working from home, 

this was one of the most unique times that humanity faced in the last 100 years.  

The lockdown created supply chain issues which gave birth to inflation. The 

stock market going higher and extra cash from FED played a major role in 

spending which was also a key reason for inflation. Home improvement, new 

homes, and the rental market moved crazily higher. Suddenly everything 

started going up beyond fair value.  

In 2022 a different problem hit the market when Russia announced the war on 

Ukraine. Energy prices and other commodities went through the roof due to 

fear and the FED started driving interest rates higher during the war period 

which was one of the worst decisions because we were just coming out of a 

Pandemic, the worst war situation, and the Chinese lockdown which is key 

supplier of finished and unfinished goods to the world.  

Even though commodities prices started falling after a few months and still are 

falling right now, by going below the levels of early 2022 pre-war prices, the 

FED still feels that inflation is at the peak when commodities are really falling 

hard. There is purely a mismatch, but it looks like this time the FED is playing a 

bear role, and when the FED is bearish, who can fight this bear. Yes, only the 

Astro time cycle can do so. In the 2022 book “2022 Financial Predictions” we 

clearly mentioned that the FED and world leaders will remain confused, they 

won’t be able to make the right decisions. I think that the FED has been reacting 

in a rush without a clear vision of the future. Now the Astro cycles are changing 

so the behavior pattern will change. Major FED policy changes will come after 
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the 23rd of October when Saturn will change directions from the Retro 

directions.  

Yes, only the Astro cycle can change the mind and decisions of the FED. The 

planetary combinations and wave of nature can make the FED wake up, and 

they can realize that they are destroying wealth and creating a mess in the 

financial markets which could lead to a major new crisis. Thank GOD that this 

week on Monday, Tuesday, and on the 23rd of October the Astro cycle is 

changing to a 100% positive cycle and will change the financial markets trend 

positively.    

My whole focus in life is on financial markets’ behavior pattern. I was in fear 

during the last three weeks, and the markets behaved very badly but I am 

seeing a great light of awakening which will wake up the FED and a surprise 

note will come in the next meeting. It will be an awakening note and you will 

see a huge reaction from the markets. By the 15th of November 2022, we see 

the market making an unbelievable recovery and that’s the reason we have 

been recommending buying November to February call options in Indexes and 

ETFs because the USA market will move higher. In the month of November, we 

may see a 15 to 18% rally in the market.  

I am sending this letter as an unlocked PDF file, print it out and keep it on your 

desk, we will talk regarding this letter on the 30th of November 2022. We will 

come to know whether my services are just useless, or they are worth the 

subscription price you pay, or they are worth 100 times more than the price 

you pay.  

I will be really worrying if the market doesn’t rise I will really start getting 

worried if markets fail to rise as per our predictions from the 18th of October 

because even in our book, we mentioned that a big rally to start on the 17th of 
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October 2022. If the market doesn’t rise from here onwards then it can remain 

uncertain or in the bear’s grip until March 2023.   

In the last 37 years, overall, the Astro cycles have been able to provide us with 

the longer-term directions in every financial instrument very accurately, and 

most of the predictions came true on a longer-term basis so far. The Astro cycle 

also provided us with accurate dates of turnaround, and we hope this time as 

well the Astro cycles will prove that they shape the world financial market 

directions, not us. Often in the short term I do miss the calculations which don’t 

mean that the Astro cycle is wrong, it means that I was not able to read Astro 

combinations correctly, so yes, you can blame me but please don’t blame Astro 

cycles. You must trust the Astro cycles as they are nature and nature is Astro 

cycle changes.  

I am in the final year of the 18th year north node cycle, before 2005 every word 

and every sentence of mine use to be like the words from nature because the 

level of accuracy was amazing. People used to call me a prophet, and that’s how 

Mahendraprophecy was born in 2001. My North Node cycle will end in April 

2023, I have been waiting for this to end for more than 17 years. My Jupiter 

cycle will start, Jupiter represents wisdom, knowledge, Astrology, spirituality, 

meditations, purity, predictions, and nature. My Grandfather told me that I will 

come very closer to unlocking the most hidden part of nature or I may be able 

to reveal the deep secret about who we are or who is God. I hope that I can do 

this, I have been waiting to start trading and investing from next year and want 

to feel all excitement and fun but sometimes I feel that I may leave everything 

and go on a hidden spiritual journey to know myself and my relationship with 

nature and why I exist here.   
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I don’t know how many years we may remain connected, but in nature, we are 

connected in a hidden way, whether we know it personally or not. When we 

get personally connected that brings out emotional bonding, hate, and all kinds 

of different relations and feelings. Let me leave this topic here, but one thing I 

would like to say very humbly is that I always do my work with honesty, whether 

I am right or wrong is decided by nature, and if I am wrong then humbly I accept 

my defeat and feel responsible for my lack of ability to read the future correctly. 

Important note: Please don’t forward the letter, you can let them know about 

our work and tell them to subscribe if they wish to because I put in so much 

hard work so this is only for you. They can subscribe to our trial period of one 

week at $189.  

Here is a chart of the ASTRO cycle, you can see that a huge move is starting 

from 18 October.   
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I rarely release chart of my cyclye theory study, here is 
Monthly Astro chart which changes around 15 of every 
month, positive trend starts whenever short-term cycle 

moves above noth node and Saturn. From 17th October 
major upward move of 2022 is expected

Sun Mars Mer Jup Venus Sat N Node #REF!
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Here is this week’s weekly newsletter from 17-21 October 2022 for metals, 

markets, currencies, energy, grains, softs, and bond… 

Subscribe to read the complete weekly newsletter: 

https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php 

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

 

16th October 2022, 03:00 PM, PST 

Please download our mahendraprophecy.com app on your handset device as from 

tomorrow you will start receiving push notifications on the handset whenever we send 

an update or newsletter. You can download the app from our website provided link at 

the top when opening 

 on the desktop, and if opening our website on your phone then you will see the 

download button at the bottom.  

 

Download 

 

Download 

This "Day Trading Letter" will give you a great advantage on our Mobile Apps. It will 

notify you whenever our predicted lower and higher range targets are reached so 

you can close positions if you are a day trader. You can download our apps from 

the below links. 

Here you download IOS or Android app: 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mahendraprophecy.com/id1063128474 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mahendraprophecy.app 

https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  

trading/Investment strategies! 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on 
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under 
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges 
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or 
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.   

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their 

own research and due diligence before investing in any of 

recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very 

speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose 

money trading and investing in such investment.   

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php 

Reading daily range:  When we predict a 

weaker trend it means prices can break lower side 

and they can trade below predicted lows. (You can 

cover short but don’t buy extra at lower levels 

until our indicators give buy signal). 

When we predict a positive trend, means daily 

price can break upside and they can trade higher 

than predicted price (you can book profit but don’t 

short that market). 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

